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Preliminary Session To Set
Contract Goals for 1971

Above, a delegate addresses the full caucus. Below, left to right, International vicepresident Jack Hall, coast committeemen Bill Ward and Bill Forrester, vice-president
William Chester, caucus parliamentarian Everett Ede, chairman Jim Herman, president
Harry Bridges at the mike, and a Local 10 delegate waiting to speak his piece.

SAN FRANCISCO — Preparing for
crucial bargaining for a new contract in 1971 and faced with diminishing work opportunity on increasingly mechanizing waterfronts, the
ILWU Longshore, Clerk and Bosses'
Preliminary Caucus convened here
Monday, October 5, with a weighty
agenda before it.
As The Dispatcher was going to
press the preliminary caucus was
moving into high gear as the 105
regular delegates and 10 fraternal
delegates, representing 40 locals, began considering each point in the
report of the Coast Committee —
which is aimed at getting "the union's demands and bargaining strategy in shape for the new longshore
and clerks' contract."
Delegations include not only coast

Labor Unity Stalls Screening Rules
WASHINGTON — Implementation
of what the ILWU has called
"vague" and "racist" customs
screening rules has been sidetracked
because of united action taken by
the ILWU, the International Longshoreman's Association, the Teamsters and the AFL-CIO Maritime
Committee.
In informal meetings with customs and treasury officials September 24 and 25, labor representatives
detailed their objections to the proposed regulations. The government
officials made clear that they were
impressed by the labor opposition,
and would reconsider the regulations before issuing new ones.
The ILWU was represented at the
meetings by International vice-president William Chester and Washington representative Al Lannon.
The ILWU took the initiative in
attacking the proposed regulations
this past summer, charging that
they were impractical, discriminatory, would take over court functions and jeopardized the Pacific
Coast Longshore Agreement.
The ILWU also criticized the way
in which the regulations were issued, demanding that customs hold
public hearings rather than simply
issue the regulations and invite
written comment.
If the rules — allegedly designed to
stop pilferage — had been enacted
the Customs Bureau could have

forced certification of all waterfront
employees involved in the handling
of imported merchandise under customs jurisdiction in any port.
Workers would have been fingerprinted and would have had to divulge physical characteristics, military record, employment within the
last ten years and arrest records, if
any.
Any longshoreman convicted of a
felony or a misdemeanor in connection with theft or pilferage of merchandise would have his customs
certification revoked.

... But New Bill
Poses Same Danger
WASHINGTON—Just at the moment when heavy pressure from labor has forced the Customs Bureau
to back off from its cargo "pilferage" proposals, a bill which threatens the same thing is headed for the
floor of Congress by early November.
The Senate Small Business Committee, chaired by Nevada's Sen.
Alan Bible, has come up with a bill
to set up a commission to investigate and make recommendations
concerning cargo theft.
The guts of the bill would instruct
the committee to develop a program
for a national system of licensing

and identification of all cargo
handlers.
This might mean the same identification system developed by the
Customs Bureau — shot down by
the labor movement because of its
vague and discriminatory nature—
applied on a much broader scale.
The commission would have nine
members, only one of whom would
represent labor. It would have broad
powers, including the right to issue
subpoenas and contempt citations
—opening the door to wholesale harassment of labor.
In two days of hearings last week,
the bill was opposed by attorney Seymour Waldman, representing the
ILA and the AFL-CIO Maritime
Committee.

waterfront locals, but those from
Hawaii and Alaska, with full voice
and vote, plus fraternal delegates
from the ILWU Canadian area and
pensioners groups.
The first order of business was
completed quickly the first day with
election of caucus officers. Named
were James Herman, Local 34, chairman; Albert Perisho, Local 63, secretary; Everett Ede, Local 8, parliamentarian; M. Tony Garcia, Local
46, and Dennis Hooper, Local 14,sergeants-at-arms.
STRATEGY
Following adoption of an agenda
and caucus rules of order, the group
got down to the business at hand—
the Coast Committee's report on demands and strategy for negotiations.
Key issues include length of contract, wage raises, a guarantee of
work opportunity, medical/dental
coverage, pensions, paid holidays,
resolutions of certain problems under M&M, and work jurisdiction.
(The demands and other actions
adopted by the caucus will be spelled
out here in The Dispatcher when
the preliminary caucus concludes.)
In addition to demands, the Coast
Committee will make significant recommendations on negotiating and
bargaining strategy, including possible strike strategy, plus strengthening ties with other unions and
consideration of common expiration
dates for ILWU and ILA East and
Gulf coasts contracts.
At press time the caucus was considering each item in the Coast
Committee's document in conjunction with the 226 resolutions sent in
by locals in recent weeks, plus reso-Continued on Back Page

British Columbia

Unions Beat Back 65 'Guideline'
VANCOUVER, BC — Labor here
has beaten back the attempt of the
British Columbia Employers' Council to limit wage increases in this
year's contract negotiations to the
six percent guideline established by
the federal government.
The first big test came during the
strike of the Canadian Merchant
Service Guild. Despite numerous
court injunctions against picketing
and a fine of $80,000 on charges of

contempt of court for failing to obey
strike - breaking injunctions the
Guild won a wage increase of nine
percent plus fringe benefits.
CONSTRUCTION
Next the construction industry
locked out employees for three
months. When that failed to break
the unity and determination of the
building trades, the provincial government stepped in and ordered the
—Continued on Back Page
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Labor Must Support GM Strike
HE SPECTRE of unemployment now looms as the big
problem of the '70s. The Labor Department last week
said we now suffer the highest rate in seven years. More
important than the statistical picture of 5.5 percent—meaning that these are people who want to work but are unable
to find jobs—is the fact that an unusual number are now
unemployed because they lost their last job, and not just
because they quit or were seeking work for the first time.
The 5.5 percent statistic doesn't begin to tell the most important part of the story. It's an average for the entire
country, but doesn't picture the suffering of many labor
areas in which entire communities suffer because of the
closing down or cutting back of some major industry, such
as aircraft, or aerospace or electronics. These average statistics don't reflect the problems of minority groups, whose
unemployment is usually twice as high as the average; or
of young people, able and willing to work, for whom there
is no work as they start out in life.
In addition, unemployment not only hits the blue-collar
worker, but increasingly spreads into new sectors of white
collar, skilled, and professional people—including even engineers and teachers and highly specialized technicians.

T

Everyone knew that 1970 would be a big
year for American labor. One by one, as old
contracts expired, the American working
man took on the railroads, the clothing industry, the truckers, rubber and meat packers.
All in all, some five million workers will
have negotiated new contracts by the time
1970 ends—either via the bargaining table
or the picket line.
So far the labor movement has done well.
The announced intention of the big corporate leaders was to keep us within six percent on wages. But labor has consistently
done better than that figure.
The climax of 1970 could well be the
strike of nearly 400,000 United States and
Canadian members of the United Auto
Workers (UAW) against giant General Motors—the biggest manufacturing corporation
in the world.

The UAW demands are basically the demands of all working people. General Motors' workers hit the bricks September 15,
and as we go to press, it looks like they're
going to be out for a while. Let's take a
look at that strike and the issues.
• The UAW and General Motors are far
apart on wages. The UAW is demanding substantial wage improvements, and GM has
come up with about half of what's necessary.
•On pensions, the UAW is demanding
early retirement at 30 years regardless of
age. GM offers $500 at age 60 after 30 years.
• Most important the UAW is trying to
resolve nearly 33,000 local disputes at 147
GM facilities across the country. The Wall
Street Journal calls these local disputes
"relatively unimportant."

They only involve "minor" things like
speed-up, seniority, grievance procedure,
working conditions, safety, plant cleanliness, etc.

These basic questions face all of us at
one time or another: wages, job security,
the right to decent working conditions and
a secure retirement.
It looks like it's going to be a long, hard
strike. First of all, GM seems to want it
that way. With over five million Americans
out of work, GM doesn't seem to be in a big
hurry to get back into production of cars.
Second, they are talking the same line that
General Electric used a year ago—that the
workers' demands are inflationary and irresponsible.
•

The whole tone of national economic
policy—set by the Nixon Administration—
blames the workers for inflation, and tries
to solve the problem of inflation at their
expense. There's no doubt that the administration and General Motors are working
hand-in-glove to resist a settlement which
would take some of the pressure off the
worker and put it where it belongs—on the
backs of the corporations.
Also, let's face it, the UAW has tackled
the biggest and most arrogant anti-labor
outfit in the country. Don't be surprised if
they attempt to take full advantage of unemployment and inflation to try to demoralize the workers.
*
More important, it will be a long tough
strike because GM workers are angry. During the last three years they have seen
their purchasing power decline even though
money wages went up. They won't go back
until they feel they have a settlement worth
going back to.
Finally, the labor movement is united
behind the GM workers. Despite the fact
that, like the ILWU, the Auto Workers are
independent, AFL-CIO president George
Meany has pledged his support to their
strike. We hope he means it. We do.
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T THE SAME TIME we find ourselves with crazy contradictions. Hand-in-hand with rising unemployment
there is a continuous increase in the cost of living, inflation.
At the same time, the country boasts the highest level of
employment in years. How to explain this state of affairs?
Some part of it may have to do with cutbacks in defense
spending; some of it because the government favors high
profiteering, while putting the burden on the backs of the
workers by deliberately encouraging a certain amount of
unemployment. And, of course, the enormously accelerated
rate of mechanization in all industries is a prime factor.
The problem of unemployment must be faced head-on by
the labor movement. Something we have realized increasingly in recent years is that as long as corporations are in
business to make a profit, they're going to squeeze out as
much production as they can, with the highest possible
profit, while using the smallest number of hands. As long
as business finds it more profitable to invest in machinery
to do the work, they'll keep on investing in machines.
Wherever possible they will keep encouraging the smallest
number of workers to put in as much overtime as necessary
in order to avoid hiring new people and paying any extra
fringe benefits.
There are a few small remedies available—such as "war
on poverty" programs, welfare, guaranteed wage suggestions
and more of the same. We're not knocking these programs,
but in most cases they are like putting a band-aid on a
cancer. They are certainly no cure.

A

OWEVER, there is a cure—and only the labor movement
has the power to do something about joblessness. Here
is what's needed:
(1) Strong unions: Organized, determined, unified.
(2) A drive by a strong and unified labor movement to
reduce the hours of work. That means reduction of the
working day throughout the entire industrial system. And
doing it without reducing income.
Cutting down hours of work is a first priority in the trade
union movement. Only in that way can jobs be distributed
to all who are ready, able and willing to work.
This basic idea—cutting down on hours of work, with
strong trade unions to represent the needs of the workers—
has always been the program of the ILWU. This means
using the organized muscle of the working class—working
with all other sections of the trade union movement—to
put the brakes on unemployment and all the suffering and
Indignity and tragedy that comes with it.
Meanwhile, we also find an entirely new group of people
who are getting their first serious taste of unemployment.
These'are the professionals, the technicians, the white
collar workers who have always been contemptuous of industrial workers and their unions. These are the ones who
always felt they could somehow make it on their own as
individuals. Now, sadly, they are finding out the hard way
that going around hat in hand doesn't help them. But
they'i e learning too, and even among white collar workers
and professionals, there is a growing 'realization that they
too need unions.
Most important, if we are to beat unemployment—and
we will—the trade union movement must join hands.
There may be some parts that are more backward or warlike than others, some who don't see eye to eye with our
union's point of view, but when the chips are down the only
way we'll eliminate unemployment and make the system
work for working people, is to set aside our differences and
work together.
The most important word in the language of the working
class is "solidarity."

H
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Cutter Labs

Local 6 Gives
Strike Notice—
Wins Contract
OAKLAND — The 435 Local 6
members at Cutter Labs ratified a
three-year contract which will give
them 40 cents the first year, 35
cents the second year and eight percent the third year by a 95 percent
secret ballot vote last week.
This will mean increases of from
$1.061
/
2 to $1.181
/
2 per hour.
The old contract expired September 2, and after negotiations stalled,
members authorized a strike also by
a. vote of 95 percent. Forty-eight
hours strike notice was given September 29, and agreement was
reached October 1.
Health and welfare, medical and
dental and drug provisions of the
contract will be the same as the
area warehouse agreement negotiated this summer. Classification
changes involving roughly one-third
of the membership will be submitted
to binding arbitration. Contract
gains are retroactive to September 2.
Tony Vavrus of the US Conciliation Commission was called in in
the final stages, as was Local 6 president Curtis McClain.
The negotiation committee consisted of Ray Degler, Ocie Pierce,
011a Mae Bills, Ruth Reynolds, Garry McKinzie, Lester Baranco, Gene
Espinoza, Willie Lewis and Local 6
business agent Bill Burke.

Set Probe on Inflation
Of Medical Care Costs
SACRAMENTO — State Senator
Anthony Beilenson (D-Beverly Hills)
has announced plans for a legislative study of health costs—particularly hospital costs—during the period between the close of the current
legislative session and the opening
of the new session in 1971.
In a letter to the California Council for'Health Plan Alternatives—of
which the ILWU is a member—Beilenson said he will dig into the reasons behind inflation in the health
industry and study possible controls
such as price regulation agencies or
other devices to review and set rates.
The CCHPA composed of representatives from virtually all AFLCIO and independent unions in California, notes that price rises for
medical and hospital care are way
out of shape compared to price rises
in other fields. Consumer prices rose
3.3 percent between 1965 and 1968.
The price of medical care rose nearly
six percent.
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AN ARTISTS'S SKETCH of the last in mechanized cargo operations shows the LASH (" lighter aboard ship") facility scheduled
for completion in San Francisco next year. Giant cranes will hoist the 500-ton lighters aboard specially designed ships.

Containers—Less Hours, Higher Injury Rate
HONOLULU — Does containeriza- because it sharply cuts the number
tion make longshore work safer ... of man hours. But the remaining
or more dangerous?
work has a higher frequency of acA recent article in Local 142's cidents.
According to Larry Gromachey —
newspaper, the Voice of the ILWU,
takes a long look at injury rates in administrator of the federal longcontainer operations in Hawaii, and shore safety program in Hawaii —
containerization increases the accifinds that the answer is "both."
Hawaii is a particularly good lab- dent frequency rate for the remainoratory for this kind of investiga- ing man hours because more of the
tion because about 85 percent of all work around containers 'requires
cargo going across the Hawaiian constant exposure to hazards.
In the old-fashioned stevedoring
docks is in containers.
operation a large percentage of
The Voice says that the expehours were put in on jobs which inrience in Hawaii shows that convolved minimal exposure to hazards
tainerization sharply cuts the num- —
hatchtender, winch driver, relief
ber of job injuries per ton of cargo
man. The high exposure jobs were
in the hold and on the docks, working directly under the gear.
.

Sugar Workers Win
Strike with ILWU Aid

CROCKETT — After 114 days on
the bricks, 1,100 production workers
at California and Hawaiian Sugar
Company's refinery here are now
back on the job with a new contract
raising pay by 28 cents, with a cost
of living clause.
Also returning to work were 200
members of ILWU Local 6 who respected the sugar workers' picket
line throughout the strike.
The Sugar Workers also won company paid dental care, and increased
vacations.

HIGH RISK JOBS
In a container operation most of
the jobs involve continued exposure
to hazards — falling (working near
the edge of the container), injury
while clamping or lashing the container, or injury from moving equip-

Office Employees

A Small ILWU Local Takes
Some Big Steps Forward
SAN FRANCISCO — Within the
last month, ILWU members of Local
67, office and clerical employees,
have won a number of contracts,
chalking up some of the biggest
gains in that local's history.
At De Pue Warehouse, a San Francisco trucking outfit, Local 67's 18
members there won a wage increase
of $2.06 over 39 months recently.
They also won the Local 6 medicaldental subscription plan. They increased their vacation and. holiday
benefit and also won maternity
leave.

LOCAL 13 PRESIDENT Pat Leonard receives aerial view photo of Long Beach harbor
as gift from Long Beach City councilman Russell Rubley (left of Leonard) and H. E.
Ridings Jr., Long Beach Harbor Commission president.

ment or falling objects. The result
is that while less man hours are
worked, the accident rate for those
hours is higher.
This analysis, says the Voice, explains why the accident frequency
rate on the islands has not gone
down during the years in which
more and more longshore work
moved to containers.
Hawaii's rate of 52.8 in 1969 is
better than the national rate of 69.9,
but it is not as good as the islands'
1960 rate of 50.4.
Containerization is largely responsible for the reduction in man-hours,
said Gromachey. But the lack of a
corresponding decrease in accident
frequency rate shows that containerization is contributing to a proportionally higher rate.
"The fact that the injury rate has
not improved in the last ten years
should not obscure the fact that
Hawaii has a relatively low rate and,
in my opinion is one of the best
stevedoring operations in the world,"
he concluded.

This marks the first pension plan
for members at De Pue.
The 23 members at American Imports won a wage increase of $45 per
month, plus cost of living hike for
over three years. They also won
their first pension plan plus an increase in hospital and medical coverage.
A big item in this contract was
giving the union first crack at filling vacancies.
At E. F. Houghton in South San
Francisco, the employees won wage

increases of 40 cents, 30 cents and
30 cents over three years. Vacation
schedules were improved and the
workers also won maternity leave
and a prescription drug plan.
The union also won the right to
fill vacancies. In the event that the
employer has to turn to an employment agency the employer will pay
the fee.
At Safeway Coffee, in San Francisco, increases won were $9.75 per
week in the first year, $9.50 the second year and $9.50 for the third
year. The Local 67 workers there
also won a prepaid prescription plan,
severance pay and funeral leave.
At Sunset House Fabrics, the four
employees there won wage increases
of $10, $10 and $10 per week over
three years, a cost 'of living raise,
prescription drug program, improved
holidays and other benefits.
Finally, at F. W. Woolworth distribution center, the Local 67 members there also won $30 per month
over three years, plus cost of living.
They also won an increase in hospital room and board, plus the Local 6
drug program.
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Inchon longshoremen scoop grain into 120 pound sacks, carry them on narrow planks out of the barge hold...onto the dock and load them into a waiting truck.

South Korea
The ILWU delegates to South Korea were a
particularly diversified group. Leonard Gailloux,
a longshoreman from British Columbia; Henry
McKnight, a warehouseman at the 3M Company
in San Francisco, and John Uyetake is a service
writer at Aloha Motors in Honolulu.
We flew, after a few days in Tokyo, to Kimpo
Airport in Seoul, South Korea. Our first impression of South Korea was of a primitive, backward, poverty-stricken, war ravaged country.
On the way from the airport we noticed that
there was no modern machinery in sight. Everything was being done by manual labor. En route

Workers at a Korean steel plant, which creates USstyle air pollution

we saw lots of women on construction jobs which
men should have been doing. People carried
bricks and materials on wooden racks slung over
their backs. We saw dirt carried bucket by
bucket. Stones for walls were being cut by hammer and chisel.
We were met at the airport by Sung K. Kim,
the vice chief of the international division of
the Federation of Korean Trade Unions (FKTU),
who ran down to us some basic facts about South
Korean labor.
He told us that there are 16 labor unions with
400,000 members in South Korea. He said that
recommendations for a new contract can be
made at the unit level but the FKTU is the only
body that can call or authorize a strike or make
final decisions.
If a strike starts, the government "mediates"
and puts the pressure on both sides to settle.
Overall, on our first day in South Korea we
noticed the Korea of today is similar to the
Japan of 20 years ago. The government, as far
as can be seen, if you walk the streets, has done
very little to improve living conditions.
The little rivers which pass through the residential areas are polluted and filled with debris.
We passed little ponds of water around the city
which smelled so badly we had to hold our
breath.
The labor unions, all 16 of them, are controlled
by the government-dominated FKTU. They are
in no position to change direction. They are
subjugated by their own leaders.
The officers are stout and wear nice suits and
as long as they don't rock the boat they keep
their positions. It was hard to see any progressive change for the guy down below for a long,
long time in that atmosphere.
So we realized that Mr. Kim, an international
officer, was not the type of person we wanted
information from. He was very evasive to some
of our questions. We knew immediately that we
had to get down to the grass roots level and talk
to the guys on the job.
The next day we met with Allan H. Krause
of the political section of the US Embassy. He
gave us a briefing on the political situation in
Korea. At the time we were there the country
was in an uproar because the governing council

HENRY McKNIGHT
Local 6, San Francisco

by

JOHN UYETAKE
Local 142, Hawaii

LEONARD GAILLOUX
Local 503, Port Alberni, B.C.
rammed through an amendment to the constitution allowing a third term for the president.
Krause also filled us in on some of their labor
laws. Any employer in South Korea with less
than 15 workers can pay any wages and schedule
any amount of working hours without having to
pay overtime. There is no social security system
in South Korea, he said.
He also mentioned that there is a 12 midnight
to 4 a.m. curfew which can be changed only by
referendum. It's a popular law, at least for the
wives, because it keeps the old man at home. No
legislator dares to sponsor a bill against it!

Uyetake Keeps Cool
The next day, in Seoul delegate John Uyetake
was nearly caught in a riot. He had left the US
Embassy building about 11 a.m., and started to
walk back to the hotel about 20 minutes away.
When he was about half-way there, he said, he
heard some demonstrators shouting to protest
the tactics used by the supporters of the president in ramrodding a third term amendment the
night before.
A huge crowd gathered in support but within
minutes there were hundreds of soldiers and
policemen with billy clubs in hand forming a cordon.
The shouting, struggling protesters were dragged and unmercifully dumped into a truck and
driven away without a word. Then with billy
clubs extended the well trained riot breakers
began pushing the crowd against the building.
The Local 142 delegate, whose oriental face
made him look like any other Korean in the
crowd, was pushed around with the crowd not
daring to say anthing for fear of being bumped
over the head with a billy club.
As the protesters were gradually pushed toward the side streets, John said, people started
pushing back. He turned and walked the opposite
way to get away from the area. People started
throwing everything movable in sight towards
the soldiers and policemen.
John said he didn't want to look back. "I
walked back to the hotel as fast as I could."
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The next day we were invited to the FKTU
building to meet the president, Hyuk Chan Lee,
who was not only the head of the FKTU but
also the head of the 600,000-man railway workers'
union. He is especially government-oriented and
answered political questions evasively.
We also met the head of the Foreign Organizations and Employees' Union, Kwang Cho Lee.
Lee, a native of North Korea, had particularly
strong anti-Communist feelings and said frequently that he did not trust the North Koreans.
He said that the North Korean government oppressed workers to support government production goals. He noted that since 1961 his Government Workers' Union had raised wages by 480
percent, although they had no medical plan.
He and other officials we talked to that day
were particularly surprised to note that the
ILWU had organized workers other than longshoremen.
He noted that government longshoremen who
unload military cargo belong to his union. They
have a closed shop for the hiring hall and are
paid by the hour for unloading military cargo.
They get incentive pay for other work. If a gang
of ten men unloads any amount of tonnage the
money is divided equally. They work eight hours
per day six days a week, with a 15 percent bonus
for overtime.
That same day we toured an electronics plant
called Signetics. The president of the plant told
us that he hires only single girls, high school
graduates, between the ages of 18 and 21. He
fires them when they marry. Korean workers
are very efficient.

Some Exported Jobs
Interestingly, Signetics Korea makes electronic
components and conductors which are then
shipped to the US for assembly into TVs and
radios and are even used in the space program.
We had lunch with an economics professor,
Mr. Ki Do Woo, who gave us some of the history
of labor in Korea. Left-wing unions dominated
at the end of the war,but there was a severe split
between the right and the left.
In 1947 the government of South Korea decreed communism unlawful, which tended to
weaken the left-wing labor unions.
On the next day, we took a local bus south to
the Port of Inchon, about a 45-minute ride.
We were warmly welcomed to the city of
600,000 by the staff of the Inchon chapter of the
Dock Workers' Union. Cargo handling in Inchon
seems 20 years behind the times. Everything is
done by hand or by human labor. Because there
are no berthing piers and channels to take care
of large vessels, all loading and unloading operations are done outside the harbor on barges.
The port of Inchon is plagued by extremely
high and varying tides which accounts for the
fact that there are no deep sea docks. They intend in the future to build a lock system which
will make it possible to develop berthing places
for large ships.

Old Work Methods
Touring the docks we also saw wheat being
unloaded from barges by longshoremen. The
wheat is unloaded from the ship to the barges
by means of an automatic conveyor system designed by an American company.
The barges had been towed in at high tide and
were sitting high and dry in the mud. To start
the work the men in the hold of the barge were
filling up straw sacks which held about 120
pounds. They in turn were put on other men's
shoulders and they would proceed up a series of
four by twelve planks and continue for a hundred feet or so to where they would be set down.
Another crew would then weigh the sacks.
Then they would load the grain into trucks and
haul it away. There appeared to be about 250
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Women in Seoul do heavy construction work
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men involved, including some women sweeping
up wheat which would spill from time to time.
The crews carrying the sacks to the scales
from the barges appeared to be the younger
men. This appeared to be back-breaking work
and sweat was pouring off their bodies. Most of
the men just worked in shorts and sneakers with
a towel on their shoulders to ease the chafing
from the straw sacks.
At the Inchon waterfront we also saw a long
row of very old commercial fishing boats sitting
high and dry in the mud, being unloaded by
fishermen to fish merchants. Many housewives
came down on the front to buy right off the
ship.

A Walk Through Inchon Slums
We also took a walk through the "lower middle
class residential area." We saw there slums beyond belief. All the houses were made of straw
and mud, tile roofs and dry straw.
The walkway between houses was only about
five feet wide. There were no streets or alleys,
only the passageways between the houses. The
passageways are the only places the children
have to play. There's no running water and
definitely no plumbing.
Most of the houses we saw appeared to have
only one room or perhaps two at the most. Judging by the number of children on the streets we
gathered that the Koreans had large families
and that housing conditions were quite crowded.
One of the most interesting and helpful of the
people we met in Korea was an American by the
name of Reverend Ogle, whom we met in Inchon.
Reverend Ogle has been in Korea for 12 years
and speaks the language quite fluently. He heads
what's known as the Mission to Labor and Industry in Inchon, conducting labor seminars
with the help of a Korean assistant director
Reverend Seung Hyuk Cho. They are approximately 60 percent financed by American
churches.

South Korean wives come down to the waterfront to
buy fish straight off the ships
He said that labor organizations tended to be
quiet in South Korea because of government intervention at every level. Management works
hand in hand with government and a considerable amount of pressure is placed on labor unions
and used to make them toe the line.
For example, years ago the Salt Workers'
Union which was very militant voted to reject a
substandard contract even though the national
union recommended it. The workers went on
strike without help from the union—which was
working against them anyhow. The government
broke the union, broke the strike, and today
there is no salt workers' union at all.
Reverend Ogle attributed this to poor leadership, misjudgment and bad strategy. He said that
there was little strike machinery existing among
the unions in South Korea, and the unions there
don't have the ability to withstand a long strike.
Finance is their main problem; solidarity another.
We left Inchon the next day, enroute to Pusan,
the largest port city in Korea, with a population
of one and one-half million. The trip was about
five hours on a modern diesel-powered train.
The Korean passengers must have been all
well-to-do types as the fare was about $12. A
real rarity which we saw on the train was the
sight of two kids eating spaghetti—a luxury meal
by Korean standards. They left about threequarters of the food on the plate which very few
Koreans can afford to do.
In Pusan there are about 7500 full-time longshoremen and 2000 casuals in the dockers' union,
broken into 325 gangs. Sixteen-man gangs work
ships, twenty-man gangs work dockside and
seven-man gangs work military cargo. Forklift
drivers are nonunion men employed directly by
the company.
They have some interesting work rules. In
Pusan, for example, on discipline cases the company brings the matter up with the union and
the union decides on the penalty.

"Korean cash wages are among the lowest anywhere, with manufacturing workers, skilled and unskilled, averaging 77 cents a day." — KOREA, An
Economic Study by Chase Manhattan Bank, 1967.
The men are paid by tonnage and can be
worked more than eight hours a day with no
overtime pay. They get either a 15 percent or
five percent differential. Payments vary according to the type of cargo. The dirtier the cargo the
higher the rates.

Hotel Work Pays Well
The delegate from Hawaii was interested to
find out that all hotels are unorganized. We
talked to some of the workers at our hotel who
told us that they work from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
making about $30 per month, which I suppose
isn't bad when you consider that teachers in
Pusan anyway make only $36.
In fact the hotel desk clerk, a college graduate
with good command of the English language,
decided not to teach because of low wages. She
could do better working as a desk clerk.
The next morning, we were supposed to have
a guided tour of the port, butit was raining and
cold. In South Korea longshoremen don't work
when it rains. We went down to the piers but
nothing was going on, as all the workers were
inside the union office waiting for the weather
to clear up.
Canadian delegate Gailloux especially couldn't
understand this as the rainy season in Canada
lasts for months and the longshoremen there
would be idle for quite a while if they did not
work in the rain. In Canada they just put up
canvas shelters and go right to work.
And so, having missed seeing the port of Pusan,
we took off for Seoul the next day. We called
on Allen Krause of the US Embassy and in the
conversation he told us something about the
agricultural situation in South Korea.
He said farmers actually seem to be better off
than most city dwellers. Many of them own their
land and live quite well. On the train to • Pusan
we had noticed that many of the farmhouses
had TV antennas and seemed to be newly built.
In conclusion on our trip to Korea we gathered many startling facts. Some were very hard
to believe unless you saw them firsthand. It
was particularly important for us to find out
many things because we were the first labor
delegation to visit this country from the United
States.
One thing we all noted was that the Koreans
are very proud of themselves and their country.
Still the labor unions are controlled by the government and big business. Labor officials are
hired from outside the union ranks, based on
the argument that the members are uneducated
and unqualified for these positions. Also the
military plays a heavy hand in the daily lives of
the people. They are seen everywhere with billy
clubs dangling from their belts.
It was a memorable trip and it is hard to put
into words the deep appreciation we feel for
being given the opportunity to be overseas delegates. We can still see the smiling, friendly faces
of all the union people we met, eager and
enthusiastic, happy to make our friendship as
fellow union brothers. This alone made the trip
worthwhile.

A 'Motivated' Workforce
The manager of a South Korea Motorola
plant boasted to newsmen recently that no
union has succeeded in organizing the workers:
"We produce the same quality here at onetenth the cost in the United States," he stated,"and this includes the expense of bringing
the parts from the USA and returning the
finished product by air. I believe that these
young girls are more motivated than US
workers and they are more disciplined, probably because they need the work."

--
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Jobs, Reapportionment Are
Big Issues in Cal Elections

ILWU lobbyist Ernest E. Baker (center) discussas project to record memories of old
days on the northwest docks with Larry Skoog (left) and Mat Cullen of the Oregon
Historical Society.

Search for Memories of Old Days on Front
PORTLAND — The Oregon Historical Society has embarked on a
project to collect records and documents which will tell future students and working people the rich
and tumultuous story of labor on
the Portland waterfront.
The project was kicked off late
last month when Ernest Baker, Columbia River District Council legislative representative, met with the
staff of the Historical Society.
The researchers have the permission of Local 8's executive board to
study and copy material in Local 8's
files up to 1948. Some of the dusty
records go back to 1890. The files

themselves will remain the property
of the Local.
Baker will tape record interviews
with oldtimers here and in the Oregon outports.
The recent convention of the Pacific Coast Pensioners' Association
recommended that local pensioners'
groups embark on similar projects
to record the memories of the oldtime waterfront workers before
these stories are lost.
The papers of late Local 8 president Francis J. Murnane have already been turned over to the Historical Society.

ILWU Auxiliaries Pledge
Aid to Longshore Division
VANCOUVER, BC — Full support
to the ILWU's longshore division in
its struggle to win a satisfactory
contract in 1971 was pledged by the
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries executive board meeting here September
26-27.
Affiliates were urged to invite
ILWU officials to auxiliary meetings
"so we can better understand the
issues involved."
The point was underlined by Federated Auxiliaries president Valerie
Taylor. She recalled that Northwest
regional director G. Johnny Parks
had told Oregon, Washington and
BC auxiliary delegates in March to
batten down the hatches on spending."Get out of hock before the contract expires. That's part of winning any strike that may develop."
Board members from 18 BC,Washington, Oregon and California auxiliaries and nine titled officers attended the meeting.
Speakers included Craig Pritchett,
ILWU regional director for Canada;
Don Garcia, president of the Canadian Area Board, and Rosco Craycraft, Seattle, who brought greetings
from the Pacific Coast Pensioners
Convention.
Pritchett in the keynote address
indicated that unless we can solve
problems of war and poverty there
can be no security for the trade
union movement.
"As long as there is one unemployed person whose rights are not
protected, as long as young people
are banging on the doors wanting
jobs, as long as millions are dying
from war and hunger, we can have

Local 13, Wilmington
WILMINGTON — Winners in the
Local 13 runoff election held late
last month were night business
agent, Richard Dukie; day dispatcher, J. Junior Martinez, Mike Salcido,
Jr., Tony Luera and Kenneth
Rowell; and night dispatcher, Manuel Morales.

no real security in our collective
bargaining agreements."
Resolutions urged support for
peace candidates in the November
elections and for ratification of the
Geneva Protocol outlawing the use
of chemical and biological warfare.
Opposition was also voted to government financing of the Supersonic
Transport airplane (SST).
The meeting concurred in resolutions and statements of policy
adopted by the PCPA convention in
Anderson, California, after hearing
from Rosco Craycraft, PCPA board
member from Seattle.
FREE HOFFA
Craycraft stressed a statement on
repressive legislation and a call for
freedom for James A. Hoffa.
"Hoffa is in prison because he
fought for labor," he said.
In other actions, the Board:
• Called for a national health care
plan.
• Voted to support the UAW
members in their strike against
General Motors, and the United
Farm Workers in their struggle to
organize.
• Urged direct popular election of
President and Vice-President.
The Board accepted the responsibility for raising funds for the Delta
Project at Freedom City, Miss., setting $1,000 as a goal. All proceeds
will go to the Delta Ministry, sponsored by the National Council of
Churches.

Local 37, Seattle
SEATTLE — In elections held last
month Gene Q. Navarro was reelected president of warehouse Local
37. Johnny Lucero was also re-elected
as secretary treasurer.
Rafael Ayson will be vice president. Other winning candidates were
Benny C. Abella, dispatcher; G. Kelly Ancheta, patrolman; Ted Daddeo
and Chris Mensalvas, trustees; and
a nine-man executive board.

SAN FRANCISCO—This November
3 election will be decisive because
the new California legislature will
have the responsibility of using the
figures from the state census to reapportion the state. According to
State Senator George Moscone (DSF), the election of a conservative
pro-Nixon pro-Reagan legislature
will steal as many as 10 pro-labor
votes from the legislature by reapportioning their districts.
Another key issue in California as
it is throughout the country is the
state of the American economy. Unless things change radically by November 3 unemployment will still be
increasing, prices will still be rising
and the Nixon administration will
still be blaming all this on workers.
Since January 1969 the number of
people out of jobs has increased
from 2.6 million to 4.1 million, an
increase of more than 50 percent.
In California alone there were 558,000 unemployed in August, the largest number in 30 years.
In response to the situation the
ILWU here in Northern California has established headquarters
throughout the area to work hard
for liberal pro-labor candidates.
UNRUH & O'BRIEN
The biggest push, of course, will
be for gubernatorial candidate Jess
Unruh, fighting an uphill battle to
defeat incumbent Governor Ronald
Reagan. Also, ILWU members are

CRDC Backs
Straub; Names
New Lobbyist
NEWPORT, Ore. — The Columbia
River District Council late last
month endorsed Democratic gubernatorial candidate Bob Straub, who
is running against incumbent Gov.
Tom McCall.
The CRDC also approved former
state representative Vern Cook, who
is challenging Republican congressman Wendell Wyatt in the first district. In the fourth district, the delegates endorsed James E. Weaver,
who is running against John R. Dellenback.
In a recent speech to the Oregon
AFL-CIO Convention, Straub said,
"My election in November would be
a strong political signal to the President that the people don't like his
economic policies, and that he is in
trouble in 1972 if he doesn't do
something different."
Blaming the Nixon administration
and the McCall administration for
their pro-employer economic policies, Straub noted that they were
responsible for Oregon's "all time
high in unemployment, all-time
high in inflation, all-time high in
interest rates."
Rep. Edith Green was the only
congressional incumbent to win approval from the CRDC.
LEGISLATIVE,REP
John Olson of Local 8 was nominated by the CRDC to take on the
job of legislative representative in
Salem.
If elected, he will replace veteran
lobbyist Ernest E. Baker who has
held the job since 1953. Baker retired from the waterfront in June.
Olson is former chairman of the
area LRC and past secretary of Local 8. He has worked on the local's
weekly indemnity program and
served as caucus and convention
delegate.
The CRDC also voted to retain
Baker temporarily to train and assist Olson.

pushing hard for the election of
John Tunney for senator opposing
incumbent George Murphy — who
has consistently fought not only the
farm workers, but all labor.
Charles O'Brien of Los Angeles has
also received the support of the
ILWU in his race against Evelle J.
Younger for attorney general.
Younger is a straight "law and order
man" who has opposed every movement that rocked the boat. O'Brien
on the other hand has a strong
record on civil liberties and a strong
record of helping labor.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
In Southern California, labor is
also fighting an uphill battle for its
friends, with campaign funds being
in short supply. Of particular importance to the ILWU are the many
pro-labor candidates who are "borderline cases"—candidates that need
help. Many ILWU members are hard
at work in these campaigns.

Burns Victory

Labor's Man
Sweeps Hawaii
Primary
HONOLULU — Largely because of
united, energetic support from Island labor—especially the ILWU-incumbent Governor John A.
Burns ran up a 13,00 vote lead in the
primary race against Lieutenant
Governor Thomas P. Gill.
He will now face republican Samuel P. King on November 3.
Island ILWU members worked
hard for the ticket of Burns and his
running mate for the job of lieutenant governor, George Ariyoshi.
The ILWU made a strong effort
to continue Burns' "New Hawaii"
program, which has meant recognition and opportunity for local people
of all races, for jobs and higher incomes, better schools and colleges. It
has put Hawaii ahead of the rest of
the nation in planning for land use,
environmental quality, school improvement, and social legislation.
ILWU members went door-todoor. They talked him up on the job.
They gave out Burns literature.
They joined with other Hawaiian
unions just before Labor Day in a
big labor rally to talk up the Burns
camnaign. In setting up this rally
the ILWU worked with the building
trades, the government employees
and the state federation of labor.
ILWU pensioners as -well held a
series of meetings throughout the
state and set up machinery at the
local level to push Burns' candidacy.
And now the attention of all Hawaiians is focussed on the November
3 election, where all labor will be
attempting to push Burns over the
top.

Local 11 Wins Damage Suit
SAN JOSE — Local 11 secretarytreasurer Francis Fink has been awarded $750 in damages as a result
of an attack on him by a Sunsweet
foreman in 1968:
The incident took place when
Fink was discharging his union duties at Sunsweet's Plant No. 7. A
complaint was filed both by Fink
and Local 11.
In a statement issued after the
award, Fink announced that he was
donating all the money to the defense funds of the Black Panther
party.
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Senate Bills Spotlight Need
for Auto Insurance Reforms
WASHINGTON—While there is no
chance of Congressional action this
year, Senator Phillip Hart (D-Mich.)
has introduced a series of bills designed to focus public attention on
possible remedies to the insurance
system. "Of each dollar consumers
pay . . . only 13c actually ends up
compensating for out-of-pocket losses," Hart said.
He estimated that total economic
loss from auto accidents amounts to
$61 billion over a five year period
with auto insurance providing only
20 per cent recovery.
• S.4339, Uniform Motor Vehicle
Insurance Act: would compensate
out-of-pocket injury expenses on a
no-fault basis, covering all medical,
hospital and rehabilitation costs
plus other expenses. Lost income due
to injury would be reimbursed up to
$1,000 per month for 30 months; up
to $30,000 would be paid in the event
of the death of a wage-earner. Law
suits could still be brought for cases
involving death, economic loss above
$30,000, and severe disablement or
disfigurement. Drunk drivers would
be responsible for the costs of damage to others.
• S.4340, Motor Vehicle Group Insurance Act: would overturn laws
in 36 states which bar true group
auto insurance. True group, wherein
everyone pays the same rates, could
provide immediate savings of 15
percent on insurance premiums.
Employer contributions to true
group — as with health and dental
plans — would further reduce the
cost to the consumer.
• S.4341, tax law amendment:
would treat group property and liability insurance the same, for tax
purposes, as group accident and
health insurance, opening the way
to employer contributions in contract negotiations without placing
a tax penalty on employees.

Applying for
Social Security?
Are you getting ready to retire?
A telephone call to the social security office is a good first step. The
office can answer your questions and
tell you how to apply and when to
do it.
When you apply, bring your social
security card or a record of your
social security number, proof of your
age, and your last year's income tax
withholding statement. (If you are
self-employed, bring a copy of last
year's income tax return and evidence of payment of the self-employment contribution.)
If your wife also is applying for
benefits, she should bring evidence
of her age and her social security
card or a record of her number if
she has one.
The best evidence of your age is a
birth or baptismal certificate made
within 5 years of your birth. However, if these are not available, other
documents may be used. Generally,
the older the document the better.
If you have children under 18 —
or youngsters between 18 and 22
who are full-time students — bring
their birth certificates and records
of their social security numbers.
It's generally a good idea to apply
about 3 months before you retire.
Don't delay because you don't have
any of the required documents or
information. The people in the social
security office will be glad to help
you get the necessary information.
If you are housebound and unable
to come to the office, arrangements
can be made for taking your application by mail or, if necessary,someone can come to your home. Just let
the social security office know.

• S.433I, Motor Vehicle Information Act: would require that cars
be rated on their probable damage
costs resulting from low-speed collisions, setting the stage for lower
insurance premiums for better built
cars. It would also strengthen inspection standards to protect usedcar buyers.
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
Senate hearings opened September 23 to kick off a drive for passage
in the next few years of national
health insurance legislation.
The administration opposes wideranging legislation, and the question
is expected to become a campaign
issue this year.
The labor-backed Health Security
Act would take effect gradually,
with funding from general tax revenues, a 3.5 percent employer payroll
tax, and a 2.1 percent individual income tax.
Virtually all Americans would be
covered as of 1973, and the program
would pay all costs for doctor, hospital and other health services "required for personal health," with a
few limitations.
Dental care would be provided for
children under age 16 in 1974, rising
gradually to age 25 by 1978.
ECONOMISTS BLAST TRADE BILL
More than 4,000 economists have
called the pending protectionist
trade bill, H.R. 18970, a "massive
mistake," and worse than the SmootHawley Act of 1930 which helped
plunge the nation into the depths of
the depression.
A House Rules Committee fight
was lost by one vote, reflecting the
wide divisions on the bill, and the
legislation is expected now to hit
the House floor after the elections.
It will come up under a closed rule,
allowing only an up or down vote on
the entire bill, without amendments.
On the Senate .side, textile interests are seeking to by-pass the legislative process and add the 96-page
bill as a rider to either social security or welfare reform, making it difficult for anyone to vote against it.
All Congressmen and Senators
should continue to hear from constituents opposing the import quota
trade bill which threatens jobs while
feeding inflation and monopoly.

Shipboard

Figures Show
Major Injury
Causes on Coast

Such log traffic which provides work for longshoremen would go by the board, if
restrictive Trade Act passes.

Local 8 Chief Says:

'We Survive on Trade;' Blasts
Restrictive Import Quota Bill
PORTLAND — Free trade is the
best, and indeed the only way to
preserve the US economy in the long
run, Fred Huntsinger said at a hearing on the Trade Act of 1970, held
here September 4.
Speaking as president of ILWU
Local 8 and as head of the Columbia
River District Council, Huntsinger
pointed out that "artificial restrictions, such as those set forth in HR
18970 to establish import quotas are
self defeating ... steps on the path
of isolationism, unrealistic in this
age of modern communication,
transport and finance.
"We hold the firm belief that to
lift restrictions, lower tariffs and
expand our overseas markets—while
at the same time seeking new
sources of import needs—should be
the guide to our efforts in world
trade," Huntsinger said.
Huntsinger was the only labor
spokesman to testify at the hearing,
called by Oregon's junior senator
Bob Packwood.
Packwood expressed the view that
the Senate will expand the measure's protectionist approach far beyond textiles and shoes. He indicated this could have a major impact
on Oregon's economy.

SAN FRANCISCO — "Slips, trips,
LIFE-BLOOD
and falls" accounted for the greatest
Huntsinger made clear that "world
frequency of shipboard accidents on trade is
the life blood of our exthe Pacific Coast in 1969, according istence . . .
to figures just released by the Bu"The dollar value of direct wages
reau of Labor Standards.
paid to longshoremen alone in the
Nearly 2,000 falling accidents in area I represent was $40,909,160 in
1969, amounting to over 28 percent 1969, and that, gentlemen, is a conof the total.
siderable amount of money." AssociThe next biggest shipboard hazard ated fringe benefit payments came
was landing and hooking on loads— to an additional $6 million.
which caused nearly 1,000 accidents,
The Trade Act of 1970, should it
or over 14 percent of all injuries. become law,"would seriously jeoparLongshoremen struck by objects or dize the income capability of thoubumping into them suffered just sands of persons ... who directly or
under 1,000 injuries also.
indirectly depend upon the infusion
Other major causes were falling of this earned money into the state's
objects (over 11 percent), cuts and economic stream."
pinches (over nine percent), hand
Parts of the act which are accepttools (nearly five percent), lift able and would benefit Oregon econtrucks and other powered vehicles omy are the "Adjustment Assist(over four percent), strains and her- ance," "Increased Assistance for
nias (three percent) and failure of Workers," and "Domestic Internagear (two percent).
. tional Sales Corporations (DISC)."

Huntsinger in his brief called Adjustment Assistance and DISC "subsidies in different form." AA places
a firm on relief when it loses business because of foreign competition,
and DISC provides tax relief for
hustling business in the foreign
market. Workers Assistance has been
increased to 75 per cent of previous
earnings.
"But why should we be forced to
take the chaff with the wheat? We
have faced these legislative tricks
before."
TRADE WAR
Huntsinger warned that the "natural economic reflexes of foreign
countries, when faced by quotas, increased tariffs or other trade restrictions are to impose similar quotas,
tariffs and restrictions upon our
trade to them . . . resulting in an
ever increasing decline from which
it is very difficult to recover."
"We survive on trade, and we need
vigorous trade to expand our economy . . . a slowdown of overseas
cargo movements, both import and
export, could put us all on relief..
There is no provision in the Act to
provide for that eventuality!"

Faulty Hand Brake
Kills SF Longshoreman
SAN FRANCISCO — A Local 10
longshoreman was run over and
killed by his own tractor last week
at Pier 80 due to faulty equipment.
He had gotten off his tractor to adjust the fifth wheel, when he slipped
and was run over due to a faulty
hand brake.
A freak accident? Yes, but it could
happen again_ Refuse to drive any
equipment that isn't in good mechanical shape. Simply notify supervision of what's wrong and refuse to
operate it until the problem is corrected. If supervision insists you operate the unsafe equipment, invoke
Section 11.41 of the PCLA and notify
your business agent immediately.
—from Local 10 Bulletin
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Her-Ex Strike
Passes 1,000
Day Mark
WaNEW,

LOS ANGELES — One thousand
days ago on September 12, the
American Newspaper Guild, after a
long series of attempts to gain benefits that were in effect on other
Hearst newspapers, struck the Los
Angeles Herald-Examiner.
The strike resulted in the lockout
-- among hundreds of other union
members — of 250 members of Los
Angeles Typographical Union No.
174 and 150 members of Mailers No.
9. The paper was immediately ratted.
Prompt formation of a joint strikelockout council resulted in a wellcoordinated, determined attack on
George Hearst and his product. Since
then, the Herald-Examiner's circulation has dwindled from 731,000 to
less than half.
The paper has lost millions of
lines of advertising, thousands of
pages of ads.
An area-wide campaign for cancellation of subscriptions has been
carried on, by telephone and in person, by other teams of militant unionists.
In addition to the constant picket
line outside the ratted plant, picketings have included Hearst papers
outside Los Angeles, stores of big
advertisers, and effective handbilling.

Fraternal delegate Dan Cole, Local 500, brings greetings to the caucus from British
Columbia. Below, observers watch and listen to the caucus proceedings.
41"c4.4,04',

Continued from Page I
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Remember
Respirators
SAN FRANCISCO — The paper
cloth respirators which they usually
offer longshoremen when there is a
problem of dust are really only for
"nuisance dust," but dusts which
cause particular types of lung disease (such as silica and silicosis, asbestos and asbestosis) require the
respirators of rubber face piece and
filter paper variety, approved by the
Bureau of Mines.
This is recognized in the Federal
Safety Code so you can't be penalized for insisting on them before you
work cargo. (Sec. 1504.102). If there
is a question call the business agent.

Job Security Is Main
Issue For Coast Caucus

—From Local 10 Steward's Bulletin

Continued from Page 1

Employers Chisel on
B-Man Unemployment
SAN FRANCISCO — Employers
here played "scrooge" this past Labor Day by refusing to pay unemployment, insurance to B-men.
In a terse message, the employers
said "Union unilaterally refused to
dispatch longshoremen to work commercial vessels from 8 AM September 7, 1970, to 8 AM September 8,
1970."
Says the Local 10 Bulletin,"Everyone knows that Labor Day is a holiday for everyone, including those fat
cats that hate labor with a passion.
Yet these same shipowners object to
paying unemployment insurance to
B-men, even when that check makes
the difference of not having bread
on the table."
Union lawyers have taken the
case.

Local 21, Longview
Local 21, ILWU, Longview, Washington, will hold its primary election
November 13, 1970, and final election
December 11, 1970, to elect a president, vice president, secretary-treasurer,one LRC member,trustees, marshall, five guards and executive
board. Polling will be between the
hours of 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., at 61714th, Longview, Washington.

Unions Beat Back
65 'Guideline'

lutions held over from previous caucuses.
This preliminary caucus marks a
significant departure from past
practice as contract caucuses are
usually held in the spring for a
July 1 expiration date.
However, in view of the primary
problems of work opportunity and
jurisdiction of container work, the
Coast Committee suggested in a
letter to all locals last April that an
early caucus would allow more time
to do the job and to be prepared for
any eventuality, including a strike.
The letter noted that "the impact
of technological change is now really beginning to take hold. Containerization especially is moving cargoes and cutting man hours. The
union must do all it can to insure
that the brunt of such change is
not shouldered by our working
ranks."
CONTAINER FACT-FINDING
In addition to contract demands
and strategy, the caucus also studied
a lengthy and carefully written report of the Container Fact-Finding
delegation which observed container
operations in the Ports of New York,
Newark-Port Elizabeth and Philadelphia.
The delegation, headed by ILWU
vice president William Chester, included Curt Johnston, Local 13, Wilmington; Ed Anderson, Local 19, Se-

attle; and Jim Byrne, Local 40, Portland clerks.
The mission was to gather factual
information about container operations in the East. This they did
through first-hand on-the-dock observation and by discussions with
ILA officers and rank-and-file members on the job.
(The fact-finding report will also
be detailed in a subsequent issue of
The Dispatcher along with a full
report on the caucus.)

Local 10 Chief Blasts War
SAN FRANCISCO—Local 10 president Robert Rohatch in a letter to
Iowa's Senator Harold E. Hughes,
thanked the senator "for your efforts in bringing the Vietnam war
to a screeching halt."
"Millions of dollars poured down
the drain for a police action that
has taken close to 50,000 lives is a
national disgrace. This could be used
for constructive purposes, such as
new schools, housing, elimination of
slums, new roads, rapid transit, and
ecology, etc."

'Substantial Unemployment'
In Santa Clara County
SAN JOSE—Santa Clara County
has been designated as an area of
substantial unemployment by the
US Department of Labor when reports listed 26,100 jobless in August,
or 6.7 percent.

men back to work under Bill 33
which provides for compulsory arbitration.
The unions refused to submit to
the order despite the threat of heavy
penalties including fines and jail
sentences and the government was
backed down. Substantial wage increases and fringe benefits were won,
led off by the carpenters with an
increase of 28 percent in wages and
benefits in a two year contract.
Canada's 27,000 postal workers,
after protracted negotiations lasting
over a year and a series of rotating
strikes that tied up mail deliveries,
won an increase of 7.2 percent a
year in a 30 month contract.
ILWU SETS PACE
The ILWU helped set the pace
early in the year with a gain of 29
percent in wages over three years.
In other settlements electrical
wiremen won an increase of 20 percent covering wages and benefits in
a two year contract; newspaper unions after a three month strike and
lockout got 28.5 percent in a three
year agreement; hard rock miners
and smelter workers in the Steelworkers' Union secured 20.5 percent
in a two year package; and pulp and
paper workers secured a 7.5 percent
increase in wages in each year of a
three year contract; and grain elevator workers got 24 percent in
wages and benefits in a two year
agreement.
The International Woodworkers of
America is currently voting on a
17 percent wage increase over two
years. Members of the Steelworkers
Union at the big aluminum plant at
Kitimat are still out in a strike that
began on July 13.
So with summer at an end and
most contracts signed, labor can say
that it has withstood lock-outs, injunctions, and an attempt to impose
compulsory arbitration and has
emerged with substantial gains to
meet the rising cost of living.

BC Golf Tourney
VANCOUVER, BC — The ILWU
Golf Tournament held at Green
Acres Golf Course at Richmond, B.C.
on September 14th, drew 152 participants from both sides of the
border.
The low gross trophy, donated by
Neptune Terminals of North Vancouver, BC went to Babe Goodfellow
and John Urquart, both of local 500,
Vancouver, with a tie score of 74.
Par at the course is 70.
Low net trophy, donated by Finning Tractor and Equipment, was won
by Watson Deery of local 500 with a
score of 88.

